[Intraoperative lymph nodes dissection guided by preoperative endoscopical injection of mitomycin C absorbed activated carbon (MMC-CH40) at pericancerous gastric mural in patients with gastric cancer].
22 patients with gastric cancer underwent preoperative endoscopical MMC-CH injection before radical resection. Lymph nodes resected in MMC-CH40 group averaged 47.0 vs. 28.1 in the control group (P < 0.05). Positive nodes were found 15 of 22 cases (68%) in MMC-CH40 group vs. 22 out of 26 cases (77%) in the control group (P > 0.05). Positive nodes totalled up to 166 of all 1033 dissected in the former (16%) vs. 162 of 730 (23%) in the latter (P < 0.01). Positive nodes found in 15 of 22 cases in MMC-CH40 group averaged 11.07 per lymph-node-metastasized patient vs. 7.36 in the control group (P < 0.01). The results showed that this procedure is of assistance to thorough dissection of lymph node during surgery.